Introduction

This release of WorldShare Reports and Report Designer provides new features and enhancements in addition to numerous bug fixes. These features will help you manage more complex workflows, including:

- Analyzing Shared Print commitment activity

Recommended actions

There are no recommended actions related to this release. We encourage you to review all of the items in the release notes to determine whether there are other items that might require additional action or follow up by your institution.

New features and enhancements

Analyze Shared Print commitment activity

Based on the shared print commitment feature added in Record Manager on October 16, 2021, you can now view your shared print activity at various levels of detail.

View added shared print commitment statistics in the Daily LHR Maintenance Summary

When analyzing daily LHR activity statistics in Metadata Reports, you will now be able to view statistics for added or updated shared print commitments in the Daily LHR Maintenance Summary.
View added shared print commitment statistics in the Monthly LHR Maintenance Summary

When analyzing monthly LHR activity statistics in Metadata Reports, you will now be able to view statistics for added or updated shared print commitments in the Monthly LHR Maintenance Summary.

View details of added shared print commitments in the Monthly LHR Maintenance Details

When analyzing monthly LHR activity details in Metadata Reports, you will now be able to view details for added or updated shared print commitments in the Monthly LHR Maintenance Details.
As part of OCLC’s initiatives to promote diversity, equity, and inclusion, some vocabulary in Record Manager report titles has been updated.

Metadata report exports now titled as WorldCat Bibliographic record

When exporting some Metadata reports to PDF or Excel, the title no longer contains the words Master Bibliographic record and instead reads WorldCat Bibliographic record.
Bug fixes

- A known issue has been fixed where some COUNTER 5 TR_B1 metrics in reports may be less than actuals. COUNTER 5 TR_B1 title data from vendors that don’t contain any ISBN, Proprietary ID, DOI, Print ISSN, Online ISSN, or URI, while not a common occurrence, were not being loaded. This fix will address the issue and load the records even if all those data points for the title are missing in the COUNTER 5 usage file.

- The headers for the Monthly Circulation Statistics Report were incorrect for the Items Renewed column when the Permanent Shelving Location or Temporary Shelving Location variants of the report were selected. Prior, the column header read Items Checked In, but now it correctly reads Items Renewed.

Important links

Support website(s)

Support information for this product and related products can be found at:

- WorldShare Reports
- Contact OCLC Support
- OCLC Community Center
- Browser compatibility chart